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Chapter 12 thermal energy chapter assessment

States that natural processes go in a direction that maintains or enhances the total entropy of the universe. (All things will become more and more cluttered until no action is taken to keep them organized) you are reading a free preview pages 5 to 7, not shown in this preview. 1. Chapter 12 learned thermal energy or how I love sweating 2.
In this unit we are going to know about the difference between heat and temperature. Two00 years ago, that statement could not be made. The middle of the eighteenth century saw advances in a new theory to explain heat and temperature. The old theory that explained the difference between a warm body and cold one was called
caloric theory. The heat was an invisible fluid that went into a body when it warmed up. The hot body was more caloric than the cold body. 3. There were some problems in this silly theory. The key one was to explain how the two ice cubes could melt when rubbed together. The 18th-century theory that replaced the caloric theory (and still
is) what is called kinetic molecular theory. This theory says that particles in the body are in motion. Particles in the hot body move faster and thus have more energy than the particles present in the cold body. 4 The internal motion of particles in the body is its kinetic energy. Because these particles are shaken back and forth they have a
potential energy as well. The sum of PE and K of particles is called the thermal energy of the object. Remember that kinetic theory says that a hot body has more thermal energy than a cold body. The warm body has a higher total amount of PE and K than the cold body. p.314. The number of particles also affects the amount of thermal
energy in the body. Once you know that a warm body has more thermal energy than a cold body, you can understand the temperature. Temperature is a measure of the average kinetic energy of particles in the body. The temperature is independent of the number of particles in the body. If the 1-kg mass is the same temperature as a 2-kg
mass, both are of the same average, although the 2-kg mass has more thermal energy and than the 1-kg mass. 6. Thermometers measure temperature, but how do they work? &lt;ul&gt;&lt;li&gt;a cold glass of thermometer that is kept in contact with a hot body (which means high thermal energy).
&lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;&lt;ul&gt;&lt;li&gt;hooter transfers body energy to a cold glass. Thermal energy of the thermometer increases. &lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;&lt;ul&gt;&lt;li&gt;li&gt;Thermometer transfers energy back to the hot body. Ultimately the transfer of energy is equal. &lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;&lt;ul&gt;&lt;ul&gt;it's thermal balance
&lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;7. The process of energy conduction transfers from your skin to glass particles, the transfer of kinetic energy when the particles collide. 8. &lt;ul&gt;&lt;li&gt;same temp = same k&lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;9. Most thermometers some let's work with which temperatures change. Hotter thermometers =
large volume volumes of alcohol, mercury, and materials inside the gas The most common material inside the thermometer. The first scale to measure temperature was developed by Anders Celsius as the water deposition point in the Celsius scale and the boiling point of pure water at 0°C at 0°C. (Body temperature is 37°C) 11. Heat and
thermal energy A way to raise an object's temperature is to place it in contact with a hotter object. The thermal energy of the hooter object decreases, and the thermal energy of the cooler object increases. Energy always flows from hot object to cooler object. Energy never flows from a cool object to a hot object. Heat is the energy that
flows between two objects as a result of the difference in temperature. Symbol Q is used to represent the amount of heat. 12. If the cue has a negative value, the heat has left the object; If the cue has a positive value, the heat has been absorbed by the object. Heat, like other forms of energy, is measured in joules. 13. You've already
learned a way that heat flows from a hot body to a cold. If you put one end of a metal rod in the heat, it becomes hot. The other end also gets heated very quickly. Heat is conducted because the particles in the rod are in direct contact. Thermal Energy Transfer 14. &lt;ul&gt;&lt;li&gt;Heat transfer - from hot to cool object. &lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;
15. A second means of thermal transfer includes particles that are not in direct contact. Have you ever seen in a pot of water just about to boil? You can see the speed of the water, as the hot water from the conduction at the bottom of the pot flows up and the cold water at the top sink. The heat flows between rising hot water and
descending cold water. This motion of liquid, whether liquid or gas, due to temperature differences, is convection 18. The third method of thermal transfer, unlike the first two, does not depend on the presence of the substance. The sun warms us more than 150 million kilometers through radiation, the transfer of energy by electromagnetic
waves. These waves carry energy to the Earth much cooler than the hot sun. 19. When the heat flows into an object, its thermal energy increases, and its temperature also rises. The amount of growth depends on the size of the object. It also depends on the material from which the object is made. The typical heat of a material is the
amount of energy that a unit mass must be added to the material to increase the temperature of a temperature unit. Typical heat 20. In SI units, specific heat, represented by C (not to be confused with degrees Celsius), is measured in J/kg·K. water has a higher specific heat than other substances, even ice and steam. One kilogram of
water is required to raise its temperature by a Kelvin to the addition of 4180 J. energy. The same mass of copper requires only 385 J to increase its temperature by a kelvin. Energy of 4180 By J. A. Calvin Need to raise temperature of one kilogram of need Increase the temperature of the same mass of copper to 11 K 21. Water is used in
car radiators to remove thermal energy from the engine block due to the high specific heat of water. The heat obtained or lost by an object depends on the mass, change in temperature and the specific heat of the substance. The amount of heat transferred can be determined using the following equation: Q = MC  T = MC (T Final - T
Initial) where q heat is obtained or lost, M is the mass of the object, C is the specific heat of the substance, and  T is a change in temperature. 22. When the temperature of 10.0kg of water increases by 5.0K, the heat is absorbed, Q, Q = (4180 J/kg) K) (5.0 K) = 2.1 X 10 5 J. Because a Celsius magnitude is equivalent to a kelvin in
degrees, the temperature change can be measured in either Kelvin or Celsius degrees. 23. Calorimetry is a calorimeter device used to measure changes in thermal energy. A calorimeter is carefully insulated so that the heat transfer is too small. The measured mass of a substance is placed in a calorimeter and heated at high
temperatures. Calorimeter contains a known mass of cold water at a measured temperature. The heat left by the substance is transferred to the cooler water. For the resulting increase in water temperature, changes in the thermal energy of the substance are calculated. 25. The operation of a calorimeter depends on the conservation of
energy in different, closed systems. Energy can neither enter nor leave a separate system. As a result of isolation, if the energy of one part of the system increases, the energy of the other part is reduced by the same amount. Consider the system made up of two blocks of metal, block A and block B. The total energy of the system is
constant. E A + E B = 26 consecutive. Let's say the two blocks are separated initially but they can be kept in touch. If the thermal energy of the block varies from E A amount, the change in thermal energy of block B, E B, should be related to the following equation: E A + E B = 0 which means that the following relationship is true: E A = - E
B The change in energy of a block is positive, while the change in the energy of the other block is negative. If thermal energy change is positive, the temperature of that block increases. If the change is negative, the temperature drops. 27. Let's say the initial temperature of the two blocks varies. When the blocks are brought together, the
heat flows from the hot block to the cold block. The flow continues until the blocks are in thermal balance. Then the blocks have the same temperature. In a calorimeter, the change in thermal energy is equivalent to transferred heat as no work is done. Therefore, changes in energy can be expressed by the following equation: E = Q =
MCT 28. Increase in thermal Block A of block B is equivalent to a reduction in thermal energy. Thus, the following relationship is true: MBAA AA + M.B.=0 Change in temperature is the difference between final and initial temperature, i.e. T= T F-TI. If the temperature of a block rises, then T&gt;T I, and T is positive. If the block temperature
is reduced, tf&lt;Ti, and = t = is = negative.= the = final = temperatures = of = the = two = blocks = are = equal.= the = equation = for = the = transfer = of = energy = is = m = a = c = a = (t = f = -= t = ai = + = m = b = (t = f = -= t = bi = $0.= (2)= (1)= 29.= to = solve = for = t = f = = expand = the equation.= m = a = c = a = t = f = -= m = a =
a = a = t = ai = + = m = b = c = b = t = f = - = m = b = b = b = t = bi = 0 t = f = (= m = a = c = a = a = += m = b = b = b = = m a = c = a = a = t = ai = += m = b = t = bi = t = f = m a = c = a = t = AI = += m = b = c = b = t = bi = m = a = c = a = += m = b = b = b = 30.= change = of = state = and = laws = of = thermodynamics = 31.= change =
of = state= &gt; &lt; /Ti = ,&gt;&lt;ul&gt;&lt;li&gt;The three most common states of the substance are solids, liquids and gases. &lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;&lt;ul&gt;&lt;li&gt;As soon as the temperature of a solid is raised, it will usually turn into liquid. &lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;&lt;ul&gt;&lt;li&gt;Even at high temperatures, it becomes a gas.
&lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;&lt;ul&gt;&lt;li&gt;How can we explain these changes? &lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;&lt;ul&gt;&lt;li;li&gt;When the thermal energy of a solid increases, the speed of the particles increases and the temperature increases. &lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ul&gt; 32. At some point, added thermal energy causes particles to move faster so that their motion
overcomes the forces that hold particles together in a certain place. The particles are still touching, but they have more freedom of movement. Eventually, the particles become free enough to slide past each other. At this point, the substance is transformed from a solid to liquid. The temperature at which it changes is a melting point. When
a substance is melting, all of the added thermal energy goes into solid state to overcome forces holding particles together. 33. None of the added thermal energy increases the kinetic energy of particles. Since the kinetic energy of the particles does not increase, the temperature does not increase here. 34. Once the solid is completely
melted, there is no more strength to hold particles in a solid position and excess thermal energy again increases the speed of particles, and the temperature rises. As the temperature rises, some particles in the liquid receive enough energy to be free from other particles. At a specific temperature, known as the boiling point, further addition
to energy causes another change of state where all additional thermal energy converts the material from liquid state to gas state. Boiling point 35. The speed of particles does not increase so the temperature is not raised during this infection. P.323 - Copy Graph 36. The amount of energy needed to melt a kilogram of material is called the
heat of fusion of that substance. pair Causes change in state, but not in Heat of Fusion 37. Under the pressure of the normal environment, the water boils at 373 K. The thermal energy needed to evaporate one kilogram of liquid is called the heat of evaporation. Each substance has a characteristic heat of evaporation. Heat of evaporation
38. Heat, Q, is given by the equation required for a solid melting of mass M, Q = M HF where HF is the heat of fusion. Similarly, heat, Q, is required for a mass evaporation, M, given by the equation of liquid, Q = M HV where HIV is the heat of evaporation. When a liquid freezes, an amount of heat Q = - MHF should be removed from the
liquid to turn it into a solid. 39. Negative signs indicate heat is transferred from sample to environment. When a vapor condenses to a liquid, the amount of heat, Q = - MHV, should be removed. 40. The first rule of thermodynamics is &lt;ul&gt;&lt;li&gt;Thermal energy can be increased either by adding heat or by working on a system.
&lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;&lt;ul&gt;&lt;ul&gt;&lt;li&gt;The total increase in thermal energy of a system is the sum of the work done on it and adds heat to it. &lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;&lt;ul&gt;&lt;ul&gt;&lt;li;li&gt;This fact is called the first law of thermodynamics &lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;the study of changes in the thermal properties of the thermodynamics
material is study &lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;&lt;ul&gt;ul&gt;&gt;ul&gt;&lt;&lt;li;li&gt;&gt;the thermal properties of the substance. ;li&gt;The first law of thermodynamics - redeplocation of the Law of Energy Conservation &lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;&lt;ul&gt;ul&gt;&lt;li&gt;gt;which states that energy is neither created nor destroyed but can be converted to other
forms &lt;/li&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;&lt;/ul&gt;/ul&gt; 41. The conversion of mechanical energy to thermal energy, such as when you rub your hands together, is easy. The reverse process, the conversion of thermal into mechanical energy, is more difficult. The device capable of converting thermal energy into constant mechanical energy is called
heat engine. Heat engines require a high temperature source from which thermal energy can be removed, a low temperature container, called sink, in which thermal energy can be distributed, and a way to turn thermal energy into work. 43. An automobile internal combustion engine is an example of a heat engine. In automobiles, a
mixture of air and gasoline vapor is ignited, producing high-temperature flame. The heat flows into the air from the flame in the cylinder. Hot air spreads and pushes on a piston, turning thermal energy into mechanical energy. To achieve continuous mechanical energy, the engine must be returned to its starting position. The hot air is
expelled and replaced by new air, and the piston is returned to the top of the cylinder. The whole cycle is repeated several times every minute. Thermal energy from gasoline is converted into mechanical energy resulting in eventual car speed. 44. The second rule of thermodynamics has never been observed to be involuntarily in line with
the first law of thermodynamics. example For, the first rule of thermodynamics performs Forbid the heat from a cool object for a hot object. However, the hot object has never been seen to be hot when hot objects are kept in contact with the cool object. Similarly, cold objects have never been seen to be cold. 45. Entropy If heat engines
completely convert thermal energy into mechanical energy, with no waste heat, the first law of thermodynamics will be followed. However, waste heat is always generated, and randomly distributed particles of gas are not seen to effortlessly settle themselves in specific ordered patterns. This is best described in terms of a volume called
entropy, which is a measure of a system disorder. 46. When a baseball is dropped and falls due to gravity, it possesses the potential and kinetic energy that can be recovered to work. However, when baseballs fall through the air, it collides with several air molecules that absorb some of its energy. This causes air molecules to move in
random directions and at random speeds. Energy absorbed from baseball causes more disorder among molecules. The greater the range of motion displayed by the molecules, the greater the disorder, which in turn increase entropy. Entropy, like thermal energy, lies in an object. 47. If heat is added to an object, the entropy increases. If
the heat is removed from an object, the entropy decreases. If an object works with no change in temperature, the entropy does not change until friction is ignored. The change in Entropy, ∆S is expressed by the following equation, which consists of units of J/K in Entropy and the temperature is measured in Kelvin. The second rule of
thermodynamics states that natural processes move in a direction that maintains or enhances the total entropy of the universe. That means, unless some action is taken to keep them in order, all things will be more and more chaotic. 48. The second law of thermodynamics predicts that the heat spontaneously flows from a hot object to a
cold object. The entropy of the last state is higher than that of the initial state. State.
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